Abstract. WE practices lack an impact on industry, partly due to a WE field that is not quality-aware. In fact, it is difficult to find WE methodologies that pay explicit attention to quality aspects. However, the use of a systematic process that includes quality concerns from the earliest stages of development can contribute to easing the building up of quality-guaranteed Web applications without drastically increasing development costs and time-to-market. In this kind of process, quality issues should be taken into account while developing each outgoing artefact, from the requirements model to the final application. . Also, quality models should be defined to evaluate the quality of intermediate WE artifacts and how it contributes to improving the quality of the deployed application. In order to tackle its construction while avoiding some of the most common problems that existing quality models suffer from, in this paper we propose a number of WE quality models to address the idiosyncrasies of the different stakeholders and WE software artefacts involved. Additionally, we propose that these WE quality models are supported by an ontology-based WE measurement meta-model that provides a set of concepts with clear semantics and relationships. This WE Quality Metamodel is one of the main contributions of this paper. Furthermore, we provide an example that illustrates how such a metamodel may drive the definition of a particular WE quality model..
Introduction
It is an avowed fact that WE practices lack an impact on industry [1] . This situation is at least partly caused by a WE field that is not quality-aware. In fact, it is difficult to find WE methodologies that include explicit support for quality aspects among their characteristics. In order to change this situation and assess the quality of the different WE artifacts, we need to define specific evaluation instruments. Such instruments may come in the shape of a Quality Model, defined by the ISO as the set of characteristics and the relationships between them which provide the basis for specifying quality requirements and evaluating quality [2] .
At this point, a question may arise: what should be the objective of such quality instruments? Garvin [3] defines five different quality perspectives, among which two have been widely adopted when defining quality models. The first one is 'quality as the degree of compliance with respect to certain specifications'. This is the most widespread perspective in Software Engineering due to the fact that in this kind of quality assurance the end user is not involved and therefore measures are easier and cheaper to take. The second perspective is quality as 'meeting customer needs'. Even if much more complex to evaluate, it is this second perspective the one that, according to the ISO/IEC 9126 [2] and ISO/IEC 14598 [4] standards, should make up the overall objective of any quality evaluation process. Provided that we narrow the term 'customer' to that of 'end-user', this concept of quality from the end-users' perspective is what the ISO/IEC 9126 standard defines as 'quality in use', that is, the efficiency, productivity, security and satisfaction with which users use the application to satisfy specific goals under specific conditions. This ISO recommendation agrees with the fact that quality in use, even if it has not been tackled in a systematic way, is a widespread concern among Web developers, due to the necessity for most applications to keep the audience coming back to the site [5] . However, this concern is no reflected in current Web quality evaluation practices. If we examine the myriad of Web design guidelines [6] and automated measures [7] that can be gathered in literature we observe that, as it happens in Software Engineering, such Web evaluation effort reflects a 'conformance to specification perspective', that is, implicitly assumes the assessment of quality before the user is actually interacting with the application. One second problem of using such measures and guidelines is that, talking in terms of the OMG Standard Metapyramid [8] (see main subdivisions in Figure 1) , the Web quality evaluation effort is concentrated on the M1-Implementation level (measures over the application code, without running it) and M0-test level of abstraction (code running under testing conditions). Only log analysis techniques have strived to evaluate the end-user actual behavior. Starting to assess quality at such a late stage of development is avowed to have a negative impact on the final product cost and quality [9] . In fact, according to Moody and Shanks [10] , the cost associated with removing a defect during design is on average 3.5 times greater than during requirements; at implementation stage the effort associated with removing the same defect can be up to 50 times greater, and up to 170 times greater after delivery. Other empirical studies have shown that moving quality evaluation effort up to the early phases of development can be 33 times more cost effective than testing done at the end of the development.
The solution to these two problems requires therefore to conciliate an early evaluation of the main internal Web products (that is, a 'conformance to specification' evaluation that is not just centered on code, but also makes use of early models, from requirements to implementation, see Figure 1 ) with the necessity of 'meeting customer needs', which implies taking into account the actual user behaviour under real conditions of use. Fortunately, the ISO set of quality standards establishes that the 'conformance to specifications' degree of a given software product (such as intermediate artifacts generated as part of a WE process) may be a valid predictor of the ability of the product to meeting user needs. This assumption means that is it possible to improve the Web quality in use by working on the quality of each outgoing artifact that participates in a typical WE process, from the requirements model to the final application to be delivered. The, only requisite is that the translation from the 'meeting user needs' (whose fulfillment is the final objective of the development process) quality perspective to the set of specific 'conformance to specifications' requirements defined for each model (which analysts/designers can systematically check) is accurately defined.
In order to perform such inclusion of quality concerns in existing WE methodologies in a sensible a consistent way, we have developed a proposal that has three main elements: (1) a quality-aware Web development process, (2) a set of general-purpose WE quality models specific for each stakeholder and/or WE artifact and, (3) a WE-Software Measurement Metamodel (SMM) that permits to operationalize and, if needed, also tailor, those quality models according to a particular domain and/or application. All three elements are based on principles and achievements that, uncovered in different quality lines of research, provide insights into how to deal with quality in each of the different workflows that a typical WE process defines, from requirements to implementation.
In this paper we are centering on the last two elements of our approach, that is, the definition of WE quality models and their adaptation to particular Web applications. To justify the necessity for our proposal, in Section 2 we present a brief overview of the main problems that existing quality models suffer from. How (1) the use of the Software Measurement Ontology (SMO) and (2) the definition of an associated WE measurement metamodel that guides the construction and adaptation of the quality model, can contribute to palliate such problems is presented in Section 3. This WE Measurement Metamodel must be instantiated to reflect a certain WE quality model as well as any necessary tailoring. An example of such instantiation that reflects an hypothetical Navigational quality model is developed in Section 4. Last, conclusions and future work are explained in Section 5.
Related work
Quality models for software products are far from scarce. Well known pioneer models include McCall [12] , Boehm [13] , Dromey [14] and ISO/IEC 9126 [2] . All of them center on measurable elements over the implementation of the software product on one hand, and on the (abstract) quality characteristics on the other hand, and try to establish relationships among both dimensions.
There are various proposals of specific Web quality models, most of them tackling the Web idiosyncrasy from the 'meet the user needs' perspective [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] . From them, only [20] and [19] promote considering other artifacts (apart from code) that may take part in the WE development cycle, and none of them provide independent quality models for each level of abstraction. These approaches can however be refined and complemented by research in conceptual modeling quality (e.g. Lindland et a. framework [12] , Krogstie et al. framework [21] and Moody and Shanks framework [11] ), which provides further insight into how the quality concept can be dealt with at higher levels of abstraction. Last but not least, Web quality evaluation needs to be performed following a well defined quality evaluation process. Some well known Web quality evaluation processes are WebQUEM [15] and WebTango [7] . The main drawback of these processes is that they assume that Web quality evaluation is performed on the deployed application. Only [11] and [19] present a broader perspective and try to conciliate Web quality evaluation with a general WE development process, even if they only provide general guidelines and not specific proposals. Next, we present the challenges all these fields pose, and how we propose to integrate them in a single, consolidated proposal in the context of WE.
Research Issues
When trying to operationalize all the myriad of different quality models and quality evaluation processes that have been proposed in literature, several theoretical and practical issues arise: [10, 22] :
• P1: Terminology inconsistencies. Most approaches (the exception being those based on theoretical grounds) lack a definition for quality concepts that is precise and concise. For instance, while in the ISO/IEC 9241-11 usability refers to the enduser perception as a whole (and therefore encompasses efficiency effectiveness and satisfaction), in the ISO/IEC 9126 end-user perception is referred to as 'quality in use', and usability is only one of the internal characteristics that may affect such quality in use.
• P2: Partially defined. Most quality models are outlined but not fully developed.
All define measurable concepts, some of them also attributes, few of them include (most often partial) measures and scarcely any defines decision criteria or indicators.
• P3: Lack of focus. Most quality models provide an extensive (and mostly tangled) coverage of stakeholders and levels of abstraction. An example of such assertion is the QUIM model [22] , which aims at being a consolidated usability model that integrates all possible perspectives. As another example, WQM [16] covers 10 factors, 26 subfactors and 127 measures that may be related to any WE artifact, from analysis to implementation.
• P4: Disregard for process quality. Most quality models define criteria and, in some cases, measures for evaluating products (error detection), but not how to develop products in a way that assures a certain level of quality (error prevention).
• P5: Lack of integration with current practices. Quality management is not integrated into current WE practices • P6: Lack of simplification and validation. Quality models that include measures usually pay little attention to the theoretical/empirical validation of the included measures. Furthermore, although empirical research has shown that a few measures most times suffice to obtain significant gains in quality ( [11] ), quality models usually include an extensive, even redundant set of measures. Such verboseness unnecessarily increases the complexity and therefore hampers the potential usefulness of the quality models.
• P7: Interdependencies and measure interpretations not clear. In most quality models (again the notable exception being those that are based on theory), the degree of influence of individual internal quality factors on the quality in use of the application, as well as their interdependencies, are not well established. For example, the role of learnability versus understandability in the usability model presented in [19] is an open issue. Also, little information is provided on how to interpret measurement results.
• P8: Lack of tool support. Although most Web measures are automated, tool support for the definition of quality models and, even more important, for the automation of the measurement process on a given Web application is still an open issue.
• P9: Lack of guidelines for improvements. Even in the case of being able to evaluate a certain Web characteristic, to our knowledge extent no quality model provides a clue about how (by means of which changes in the artifacts) such evaluation could be improved, let alone to which extent such changes may affect the evaluation of other characteristic included in the quality model. In order to overcome these problems, certain requirements should be achieved when defining WE quality models and integrating them with WE development processes: Requirement 1. WE quality models should be expressed using a set of clear concepts with clear semantics and relationships, in order to ease their understanding and assure a structural coherence. This palliates problems P1, P2 and P3 Requirement 2.
WE quality models should be defined taking into account a specific stakeholder and a specific software artifact. This palliates problem P3.
Requirement 3.
WE quality models should be accompanied by a WE quality evaluation process. Such process must be defined and integrated with the WE development process. This contributes to overcome problems P3, P4, and P5. Furthermore, for the definition of the WE quality evaluation process, standards should be followed when possible. This alleviates problem P6 Requirement 4.
Guidelines should be provided when possible to improve WE artifacts according to the WE Quality Model under consideration. Such guidelines should also if possible preserve the semi-automatic nature of the WE process. This contributes to solve problem P9.
Requirement 5.
The integration of WE quality models in the WE process should preserve the semi-automated nature of such process. This contributes to alleviating problem P8 Requirement 6.
WE quality models should be empirically validated before being included in the WE process. This palliates problems P6 and P7 In this paper, we will center on how the definition of WE Quality models that preserve Requirement 1 and Requirement 2 can be achieved if we base them on an ontology-based WE measurement meta-model. The use of a meta-model assures the syntactic correctness of the WE Quality Models (including completeness restrictions and focus control on specific stakeholders and specific WE artifacts), while the fact that this meta-model is based on an ontology contributes to avoiding terminology inconsistencies.
Definition of WE quality models following an ontology and a meta-model
As we presented previously, one of the problems that existing quality models face is terminology inconsistencies. In order to overcome such problem we need a common vocabulary both to express WE concepts and to express quality concepts. Such common vocabulary usually comes in ontology form.
Ontologies, defined as explicit, formal and shared specifications of a conceptualization, have been widely used in Software Engineering [43] . The use of an ontology not only avoids vocabulary conflicts and inconsistencies but also establishes the adequate level of detail for the definition of each concept.
While the definition of a WE ontology is still being worked on and remains out of the scope of this paper, the greater maturity of the measurement field causes some proposals for measurement ontologies to co-exist. From them, the Software Measurement Ontology (SMO) [24] is, to our knowledge extent, the most complete one, which is the reason why we have chosen it as the basis for our approach. The SMO ontology is structured around four packages, namely:
• Software Measurement Characterization and Objectives, which includes the concepts required to establish the scope and objectives of the software measurement process • Software Measures, which aims at establishing and clarifying the key elements in the definition of a software measure • Measurement Approaches, which introduces the concepts necessary for reflecting measurement results • Measurement, which establishes the terminology related to the act of measuring software In Figure 2 the UML diagram of the ontology is presented, while in Table 1 the concepts defined in the ontology are shown.
Term Definition

Measurement Approach
Sequence of operations aimed at determining the value of a measurement result. (A measurement approach is either a measurement method, a measurement function or an analysis model) Measurement A set of operations having the object of determining the value of a measurement result, for a given attribute of an entity, using a measurement approach Measurement Result
The number or category assigned to an attribute of an entity by making a measurement Information Need Insight necessary to manage objectives, goals, risks, and problems Measurable Concept
Abstract relationship between attributes of entities and information needs Entity
Object that is to be characterized by measuring its attributes Entity Class
The collection of all entities that satisfy a given predicate Attribute A measurable physical or abstract property of an entity, that is shared by all the entities of an entity class Quality Model
The set of measurable concepts and the relationships between them which provide the basis for specifying quality requirements and evaluating the quality of the entities of a given entity class Measure
The defined measurement approach and the measurement scale. (A measurement approach is either a measurement method, a measurement function or an analysis model) Scale A set of values with defined properties Type of Scale
The nature of the relationship between values on the scale Unit of Measurement Particular quantity, defined and adopted by convention, with which other quantities of the same kind are compared in order to express their magnitude relative to that quantity Base Measure A measure of an attribute that does not depend upon any other measure, and whose measurement approach is a measurement method Derived Measure A measure that is derived from other base or derived measures, using a measurement function as measurement approach Indicator A measure that is derived from other measures using an analysis model as measurement approach Measurement Method
Logical sequence of operations, described generically, used in quantifying an attribute with respect to a specified scale. Table 1 
SMO terms definition
This ontology is the basis on which a namesake (and structure-equivalent) metamodel has been defined [25] . Next, we present how we have adapted such metamodel to meet our detected needs.
The WE Software Measurement Meta-Model (WE-SMM)
The Software Measurement Meta-Model (SMM) presented in [25] is a mirror of the Software Measurement Ontology presented in Figure 2 , and may be instantiated to define in a systematic and non-ambiguous way a quality model that includes all the necessary concepts for its operationalization. The main advantage of using metamodels instead of ontologies in the context of a software development process stems in their prescriptive rather than descriptive nature, what permits the designer to make assumptions on the quality models that are not possible with ontologies. Furthermore, while ontologies need to be general, meta-models can be tailored to meeting specific needs. In our case, and given the fact that we aim at simplifying as much as possible the definition of WE Quality Models, we have adapted the SMM to the WE environment, with the aim of making its instantiation more intuitive for Web designers. Such WE-SMM is presented in Figure 3 .
Summarizing, the construction of this WE-SMM has implied the following actions over the original SMM:
• We have limited the risk for inconsistencies in the measurement model by eliminating SMM redundant relationships.
• We have limited the set of valid Entity Classes to the outgoing artifacts of the WE development process. In this way, measurable concepts that are to be measured on different WE artifacts are forced to belong to different quality models.
• We have introduced a global Information Need that is connected with the WEquality model as a whole to justify its definition. For the structure of this Global Information Need we propose to use the GQM template for goal definition [13] .
• In order to keep the quality model simple, we have restricted the number of Information Need objects that can be associated wich each Measurable Concept (1) • For the same reason, we have established that each Information Need be satisfied by a single Indicator, implying that the Measurable Concept connected with the Information Need is also (transitively) associated with that indicator.
• In order to assure that every Attribute is measurable, every attribute defined in a WE quality model should be associated with at least one Measure that is devoted to measuring such Attribute. This restriction makes sure that the evaluation model is operationally defined by means of Measures, that is, no reliant on subjective interpretations of concepts [10] .
• In order to further contextualize the WE quality model and help to keep the focus, we have added a 'Stakeholder' element to the original SMM. Stakeholders are usually not explicitly identified in existing quality models. However, as stated in 
Figure 3 WE-Measurement metamodel
• Finally, we have omitted from the WE-SMM the Measurement package, due to the fact that their elements do not contribute to the definition of quality models but rather to the results of their operationalization. Additionally, and although not directly reflected in the WE-SMM, in order to control the quality model complexity we recommend the limitation of the hierarchy depth of Measurable Concepts to two levels of detail. Also, following the ISO/IEC 9126 example, these two levels should be characterized by familiar labels and concise definitions. Similarly, attributes associated with Entity Classes should also be familiar and provide concise definitions. Finally, in order to facilitate a hypothetical merging of quality models at different levels of abstraction into a general, well-structured WE Global Quality Model, we recommend that attributes for the different models have unique names in the context of the WE field.
The concepts and relationships included in this meta-model, together with the additional recommendations, force a certain structure similarity among any quality model defined based on it, what in turn facilitates the understanding and discussion of WE quality models among both researchers and practitioners.
With a WE-SMM that is based on a SMO we are fulfilling Requirements 1 and 2 (see Section 2). Next we present an example of how to use these instruments to define particular WE Quality Models.
WE-SMM based definition of WE-Quality Models
The WE-SMM defined above can be easily instantiated to define a complete and structurally sound quality model over any WE intermediate artifact with the ultimate objective of assuring certain characteristics that may contribute to improving the quality in use of the application. Such quality model can be general (when it does not take into account the particularities of the domain and/or application under evaluation) or particular, if such knowledge introduces any divergence in the elements that are taken into account for the evaluation task, This means that, while Quality Models in literature usually reflect a global view of the set of measurable concepts, measures and so on that may be applied at a certain level of abstraction (that required by the measures included), our WE-SMM instantiation may furthermore involve a tailoring process over the original Quality Model to adapt it to a given application in a given domain. During this tailoring process certain fine-tuning actions can be performed. For instance, more specific decision criteria that better reflect the domain knowledge could be defined, or certain attributes/measures may be dismissed to even further simplify the measurement process. Furthermore, we say that the WE-SMM instantiation operationalizes a Quality Model, due to the fact that (1) it obliges the QM to present certain characteristics (e.g. to provide measures for every attribute) and (2) it permits to express the Quality Model it in a machine-readable format, which in turn opens the path to applying automation techniques.
In order to illustrate this fact, next we are presenting an instantiation example that operationalizes a hypotetical quality model devoted to evaluating the navigability of a Web application. Although the whole definition of this WE Quality Model is out of the scope of this paper, for illustration purposes let's assume that this Navigability WE-QM includes an Understandability characteristic that can be measured based on two attributes: Navigation Node Complexity and Navigation Path Complexity. The definition of the meaning of these concepts was presented in Table 1 . A summary of a possible WE-SMM instantiation that reflects all these decisions is presented in Figure  4¡Error ! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia.. This measurement model intends to reflect the viewpoint of the end-user of the application, that is, the Stakeholder involved is the End-User. Therefore, only model qualities that are bound to contribute to increasing the end-user quality in use of the application should be included in this instantiation. Such instantiation aims at assessing the navigability problems that may arise due to a low-quality definition of navigational paths and navigational nodes.
Due to the fact that navigation paths and nodes are both defined by means of a navigation model, the Entity Class will be such Navigation Model, which is part of any WE methodology.
The WE-Quality Model is associated to a Global Information Need To Know how good Navigability is. Recall that the description of such global information need must follow the GQM template, and therefore could be defined as follows: analyzing the WE Navigational Model for the purpose of evaluating it with respect to the navigability of the final application from the viewpoint of the end-user of the application in the context of a testing environment. The Navigability WE-Quality Model contains a set of Measurable Concepts. If we consider Navigability as 'Usability of the navigation', we can assume that the main characteristics included in the ISO 9126-1 for Usability apply. These characteristics are Understandability, Learnability, Operability, Attractiveness and Compliance. We agree with [19] in that the first three Measurable Concepts (understandability, learnability, operability) are related with the user performance and can be therefore quantified using objective measures, some of which can be taken over navigational models. Attractiveness is not relevant at this stage of development, where final users are not yet present. Last, as far as we know there are no widely accepted standards or conventions regarding the definition of navigation structures in WE navigational models, and therefore Compliance is not relevant either.
Each one of these Measurable Concepts must be related to an Information Need. The Information Need covered by Understandability in the context of the Navigability WE-Quality Model is To Know how good Understandability is. The description associated with such concept could be 'the capability of the Web application navigational structure to enable the user to understand whether the application is suitable for her, and how it can be used for particular tasks under certain conditions of use'. Learnability and Operability can be defined similarly.
The next step consists in defining the attributes that may influence each characteristic. The navigational model has two main purposes in the WE development process. On one hand it defines the set of abstract pages, that is, the basic information nodes that make up the application. On the other hand, it provides the navigation paths and the navigation facilitators (menus, indexes, guided tours and so on) to improve the user experience. With these two purposes in mind, we have identified two Navigation Model Attributes: 1. Navigation Node Complexity: possibly related to learnability, and understandability. Such relationship is not in the meta-model because it is derived from the relationship between measures-attributes on one hand and the empirically validated relationship measure-measurable concepts on the other hand.
2. Navigation Path Complexity: possibly related to learnability, understandability and operability. Again, such relationship must be empirically validated (it would be a derived relationship) The partial instantiation of the WE-SMM that gathers all the concepts presented so far is presented in Figure 4 .
According to the meta-model, each model attribute must be related to at least one measure. For the sake of the example, let's suppose that we have determined that only two measures are relevant for the evaluation purposes of this Navigability WEQuality Model: the number of navigational links (NNL) and the number of attributes (NA).
Figure 4 Partial instantiation of WE_Navigability model (Part 1)
The definition of the Number of Navigational Links (NNL) Base Measure includes the Scale Natural Number, the Type of Scale Ratio and the Unit of Measurement Links. This measure is associated with the Navigation Path Complexity Attribute. The measurement method is 'to count the number of links of the model'. Similarly, the definition of the Number of Attributes (NA) Base Measure is associated with the Scale Natural Number, the Type of Scale Ratio and the Unit of Measurement Attributes. This measure is related with the Navigation Node Complexity Attribute. The measurement method is 'to count the number of attributes of the model' .
Also, each information need requires at least one Indicator. Indicators can be regarded as special kinds of measures that are related to decision criteria via an Analysis Model.
As an example, let's define the Understandability Indicator UND_IND. Let's suppose that the Analysis Model associated to this indicator is a function that involves the two measures presented above: F(UND_IND)=NNL+NA.
Let's also assume that this indicator belongs to the Scale {Acceptable, Non Acceptable} and Type of Scale Ordinal (Acceptable is better than Non Acceptable). Last, for the definition of the decision criteria let's assume that the Trellis number applies, and that models with less than 50 elements are understandable enough. This decision criteria is expressed in the meta-model instantiation as if f(UND_IND) <50 then Acceptable else NonAcceptable. Figure 5 presents a WE-SMM instantiation that reflects all these new elements of the Navigability WE-Quality Model.
Figure 5 Partial instantiation of WE_Navigability Model (Part 2)
As the reader may have already noticed, this measurement model is quite straightforward to use by any designer familiar with Navigation Models. The fact that we specifically consider the stakeholder helps to focus the measurable concepts, attributes and measures that must be taken in consideration.
Conclusions and future work
The systematic integration of quality issues in the WE field is mandatory if we aim at setting the focus on preventing rather than detecting errors and therefore decreasing maintainability costs. Even more important, we believe that providing practitioners with WE methodologies that assure a certain degree of quality of the application delivered is likely not only to support some of the WE traditional claims of providing better results than creative practices, but also to increase the acceptance rate of the WE technology in industry.
These quality issues should be taken into account while developing each outgoing artifact, from the requirements model to the final application to be delivered. In order to perform such inclusion of quality concerns in existing WE methodologies in a sensible and consistent way, we have developed a proposal that enriches the traditional WE development process with a set of quality activities and instruments that serve to evaluate the quality of intermediate WE artifacts as a means to improving the quality of the deployed application. Our proposal has three main elements: (1) a quality-aware Web development process (out of the scope of this paper), (2) a set of general-purpose WE quality models specific for each stakeholder and/or WE artifact and, (3) a WE software measurement metamodel (SMM) that permits to operationalize and, if needed, also tailor, those quality models according to a particular domain and/or application. All three elements are based on principles and achievements that, uncovered in different quality lines of research, provide insights into how to deal with quality in each of the different workflows that a typical WE process defines, from requirements to implementation. This paper presents two contributions. On one hand, it provides an overview of the main problems associated with quality models in Software Engineering, and a set of requirements that should be met by any quality model proposal if it aims at being of use. On the other hand, we clarified how some of these requirements can be covered by defining quality models with certain elements and restrictions. In order to assure this, we have defined a WE-SMM that tailors an existing SMM. This WE-SMM and the way we propose to use it to instantiate sound and complete WE quality models is the second contribution of this paper.
If we review the list of problems presented in Section 2, the fact that such WE-SMM is based on an underlying ontology contributes to avoiding terminology inconsistencies (P1). Also, the use of this metamodel turns the descriptive nature of ontologies into prescriptive, and therefore assures that a set of syntactic and semantic constraints are met by any quality model defined as an instantiation of such metamodel. One of such constraints is the set of elements that must be present in any syntactically correct WE quality model, which partially solves P2. The focus on a given field (in our case the WE field) as the application context of the quality models facilitates the task of constructing consolidated, exhaustive yet specialized models. This fact also contributes to alleviating P2 and P3. Additionally, the consideration of the WE development process with its related stakeholders and outgoing artifacts allows us to univocally define (1) the particular stakeholder at which each WE quality model is aimed and (2) the measurable concepts, attributes and measures that are applicable to each specific artifact. This fact also contributes to improving P3. Last but not least, this way of representing WE quality models by means of a meta-model instantiation is a machine-readable way, which helps to preserve the development advantages provided by the (semi-)automatic nature of WE processes. This in turn leverages P8.
As a proof of concept we have presented a navigational quality model by using the metamodel, together with an indicator. This quality model proposal must be validated empirically in order to determine if the selected indicator and decision criteria are valid (which is one of the requirements presented in Section 2 that are not covered in this work). In fact, this is one of the main further lines of research: defining empirically validated quality models that include all the elements referenced in the WE-SMM for each level of abstraction is far from easy, yet it is an unavoidable step if we eventually aim at assuring that the results of the WE quality evaluation process are trustworthy.
Another important future line of research is how the improvement of the intermediate models based on the quality evaluation results should be tackled in order to actually assure a good quality of the final product.
